























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Career of swimming with clothes (swim career) by student of our university and problem of swim guidance
Ryosuke INAGAKI and Toshiyuki KISHI
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       ዊቇᩞ  ޽ࠆ࡮ߥ޿ 
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       ዊቇᩞ  ޽ࠆ࡮ߥ޿ 
       ਛቇᩞ  ޽ࠆ࡮ߥ޿ 




       ዊቇᩞ  ޽ࠆ࡮ߥ޿ 
       ਛቇᩞ  ޽ࠆ࡮ߥ޿ 
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ዊቇᩞ  ޽ࠆ࡮ߥ޿ ޽ࠆ႐วψ႐ᚲ ᶏ࡮ᴡᎹ࡮ḓᴧᳰ࡮↪᳓〝࡮ߘߩઁ(   ) 
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 )   (ઁߩߘ࡮〝᳓↪࡮ᳰᴧḓ࡮Ꮉᴡ࡮ᶏ ᚲ႐ψว႐ࠆ޽ ޿ߥ࡮ࠆ޽  ᩞቇਛ
 )   (ઁߩߘ࡮〝᳓↪࡮ᳰᴧḓ࡮Ꮉᴡ࡮ᶏ ᚲ႐ψว႐ࠆ޽ ޿ߥ࡮ࠆ޽ ᩞቇ╬㜞
 ω     
႐޿ߥ㨫น╵࿁ᢙⶄ㨫޿ߐߛߊߢࠎ࿐ߢڈࠍߩ߽ߚߞⴕ㨫߆ߔߢ૗ߪኈౝߚߒ㛎૕㨮ว႐ࠆ޽߇ߣߎߚߞⴕࠍᵒ⴩⌕㧚㧥
 㨫޿ߐߛߊߢࠎㅴߦ  㕙ⵣߪว
 ߊᶋߢᘒ⁁ߚ޿ะࠍ਄㨮ߒ಴ࠄ߆㕙᳓ࠍ㗻㧧߈ᶋ⢛̪  ߊᶋߢᘒ⁁ߚߒફ㧧߈ᶋߒફ̪
  ߈ᶋߒફԞ ߈ᶋ⢛ԝ ߉ᵒᮮԜ ࠗ࡜ࡈ࠲ࡃԛ ߉ᵒ⢛Ԛ ߉ᵒᐔԙ ࡞࡯ࡠࠢԘ
 ߉ᵒߜ┙Ԡ  )߉ᵒࠂߜ߁ࠂߜ(ࠢ࡯ࡠ࠻ࠬࠢ࠶ࡃ࡯࡝࠲ࡦࡔ࡟ࠛԟ
 ⴩⣕ߢਛ᳓ԣ )ࠆߜ⪭(߻ㄟ߮㘧ࠄ߆࠼ࠗࠨ࡞࡯ࡊԢ ߊᶋߡ޿↪ࠍౕ㆏ԡ
 ࡦ࡯ࠚ࠴ࡦࡑ࡯ࡘࡅԤ
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